
Freedom to Make Mistakes

Now, that’s BIG!

Father is not concerned that we make mistakes and even sin, and neither is King Jesus. 

Firstly, 'sin' is a noun, not a verb, so it is a ‘being word’, NOT a ‘doing word’. Our sin was covered on the 
cross, so grace and unconditional love keeps our ‘failure account’ in neutral, not ‘in the red’.

Secondly, Father is looking for us to step out in faith as we partner with him in our Kingdom life. He  
knows we’re imperfect at this stage of the Kingdom Era, so his magnanimous grace causes him to look 
kindly on our failures, even when we repeat them.

Wow!

Let that sink in.

Freedom from making mistakes is part of what life in the Kingdom is like under the New Covenant. So 
don’t mix the Old Covenant with the New, as it will only introduce legalism, fear, condemnation and 
torment. In effect, it will destroy your peace and rest, which are the hallmarks of the Kingdom.

To encourage you in being free, listen to what Father said to Baxter Kruger:

• WATCH: "The freedom that comes when we hear that Papa has our back" Baxter Kruger
https://youtube.com/shorts/PbOBEI06BQ4   

That’s freedom.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Here’s more encouragement to add to that and support it:

“Turn to me today and find yourself enveloped in my kindness. My delight is your gift, and I never tire  
of pouring it out over you. Don’t stay away for fear that I will judge you harshly. You are my beloved  
child, and even my correction is laced with compassion. Don’t be discouraged by the news you hear or  
the questions that remain unanswered in your life. Drink deeply of my unchanging joy and feast on my  
lavish love. I am your portion today and always.” 1

“ Every time you attempt something and fail, I’m still cheering you on. Like a proud father, I watch  
you with excitement and confidence, even when you fall. Get up! Get up! Brush yourself off, reject  
that discouragement, and try again, then again, and again. Of course it doesn’t feel good to mess up or  
to have doors that you expected to be great opportunities slam in your face, but it’s okay—I’m making  
you into an overcomer. I want you to have the desires of your heart.” 2

“My mercy is never-ending, and there is nothing my mercy does not cover.  I don’t want you to live  
with a mindset of ‘What if I would have…?’ or ‘What if I wouldn’t have…?’ Don’t allow the past to  
hold such a strong grip on you that you forget the price I paid to set you free. Guilt is a trap of the  
enemy—a ploy to keep you so focused on yourself and your mistakes that you lose sight of my grace.  
If you will come to me today and give me your shame, I will heal your heart. Forgive yourself and  
embrace my grace.” 3

1 – EXTRACT: Brian Simmons (22-4-2024) “I Hear His Whisper..."I am your portion"”  [distributed e-newsletter]
      mailchi.mp/broadstreetpublishing/i-hear-his-whisperfind-fulfillment-in-me-621029    OR
      us10.campaign-archive.com/?u=8c3eb957a5ad87253d475a511&id=f4b88f3fd3 
2 – Brian Simmons (5-6-2023) “I Hear His Whisper..."Do not let failure stop you"”     [distributed e-newsletter]
      mailchi.mp/broadstreetpublishing/00000-620070 
3 – Brian Simmons (27-10-2021) “I Hear His Whisper..."Release shame to me"”     [distributed e-newsletter]
      mailchi.mp/broadstreetpublishing/00000-618502 
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“ I have opened the door of freedom before you. Go forth into the glorious wonder of your future.  The 
freedom I give you is to experience my presence and my power. You are no longer mastered by your  
past, but a child of the exalted God. Taste the freedom of my Spirit, and you will never turn back again  
to that which is dead and barren. The lies that have held you down will be seen for what they are—
merely the accusations of the enemy.” 4

“ Stay in the realm of reality, and make sure that condemnation is not the engine that drives you. Yes,  
you will make mistakes and use poor judgment at times...The upside is that you will learn from your  
mistakes and see the path of righteousness more clearly. Make every effort to focus on the positives in  
your life.” 5

“"Be kind to yourself. Replace harshness with mercy in that place in your soul where condemnation  
often rules. I have not condemned you," says the Lord. "My love for you outweighs your mistakes and  
awkwardness. Receive forgiveness."” 6

“ This is a time when you will inspect and review what you have done recently. This is not a bad thing.  
It will show you what you did well and where you made mistakes. You will have opportunities to  
make corrections before you move on to the next phase. Just be sure that you do not dump down in  
self-blame and condemnation, which will not be productive.” 7

Laurence
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4 – Brian Simmons (27-10-2021) “I Hear His Whisper..."You are free"”     [distributed e-newsletter]
      mailchi.mp/broadstreetpublishing/00000-618098?e=3ca23beeed 
5 – Marsha Burns “Small Straws in the Soft Wind” (April 16, 2024)   ft111.com/smallstraws.htm    [ARCHIVE: ft111.com/straws2024.htm]
6 – Marsha Burns “Small Straws in the Soft Wind” (April 1, 2024)   ft111.com/smallstraws.htm    [ARCHIVE: ft111.com/straws2024.htm]
7 – Marsha Burns “Small Straws in the Soft Wind” (March 25, 2024)   ft111.com/smallstraws.htm    [ARCHIVE: ft111.com/straws2024.htm]
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